Concept Plan Summary and Recommendations
Opinion of Probable Construction Cost

A Conceptual Level Opinion of Probable Cost (CLOPC) was prepared for
the Old Moultrie Road improvements shown in the concept plans. The
CLOPC was developed using the FDOT’s Long Range Estimate (LRE)
database for construction costs per-mile, updated February 2013. The
LRE composite reports for the following models were used as a basis;
new construction 2 lane undivided urban arterial with 4’ bike lanes,
sidewalk construction; 5’ one side, 4 inch depth, and new construction
3 lane undivided urban arterial with center lane and 4’ bike lanes. Each
model was modified accordingly for applicable items as noted in Table
7. The CLOPC contains an overall contingency that replaces the line item
contingencies contained in the LRE models. Lighting analysis was not
included in the scope of this study and the related items were removed
from the applicable LRE models. The CLOPC for the improvements
shown in the concept plans is $13,960,217. Table 6 summarizes the
CLOPC and also shows an amount for future project segments.

Right-of-Way Summary

Minimizing right-of-way impacts was a major goal in developing the improvements shown
on the concept plans. There are locations along the corridor where future right-of-way
acquisitions are unavoidable as a result of the limited existing right-of-way and the proposed
three-lane typical section. The majority of the future right-of-way acquisition requirements
will be to accommodate turn lanes. The remaining acquisitions will be for pond sites and
temporary construction easements (TCE) for grading/slope ties to adjacent properties.
Locations of proposed small gravity walls have also been shown in the plans where TCEs may
not be feasible. Limited vertical geometry analysis was done as part of this study. The vertical
geometry will require further analysis during final design to refine TCE areas. The conceptual
right-of-way requirements shown in the concept plans are summarized in Table 7.

Table 6 Notes:
(1) Unit Cost from FDOT Long Range Estimate (LRE), dated February 2013, for new
construction 2 lane undivided urban arterial with 4’ bike lanes. The contingency and
lighting items have been removed from the unit cost. Difference between 5’ and 4’ bike
lanes has been added to the unit cost.
(2) Unit Cost from FDOT Long Range Estimate (LRE), dated February 2013, for sidewalk
construction; 5’ one side, 4 inch depth. The contingency has been removed from the
unit cost. Difference between 6’ and 5’ bike lanes has been added to the unit cost.
(3) Unit Cost from FDOT Long Range Estimate (LRE), dated February 2013, for new
construction 3 lane undivided urban arterial with center lane and 4’ bike lanes. The
contingency and lighting items have been removed from the unit cost. Difference
between 5’ and 4’ bike lanes has been added to the unit cost.
The cost of right-of-way is not included in the amounts shown.
The Consultant has no control over the cost of labor, materials, equipment, or over
the Contractor’s methods of determining prices or over competitive bidding or market
conditions. Opinions of probable costs provided herein are based on the information
available to the Consultant at this time and represent only the Consultant’s judgement
as a design professional familiar with the construction industry. The Consultant cannot
and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual construction costs will not vary
from its opinion of probable costs.
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Recommendations

The study results show that sections of Old Moultrie Road have experienced a crash rate
significantly higher than similar FDOT facilities throughout the state each year from 2009 to
2011. The crash rates for 2009 were significantly higher than years 2010 and 2011. In 2009
there was some major road work being done to US 1, which diverted traffic from US 1 to Old
Moultrie Road. As a result the 2009 crash rate increase was most likely attributed to higher
volumes of traffic during the peak hour and motorists unfamiliar with the corridor. The
correlation between increased volume resulting in an increased crash rate shows that Old
Moultrie Road is in need of safety improvements.

Based on the capacity analysis the expected future intersection Level of Service (LOS) is
acceptable at the four signalized intersections (CR 5A/Lewis Point, CR 5A/Southpark, CR 5A/
Bartola Genovar, and SR 312/CR 5A) with cause for concern only at the SR 312/CR 5A location
during the PM peak hour. However, even with storage lengths reasonably increased, periodic
queue overflows can be expected at three of these signalized intersections (CR 5A/Southpark,
CR 5A/Bartola Genovar, and SR 312/CR 5A) during the weekday PM peak hour. All three
unsignalized intersections (CR 5A/Ponce De Leon Care Center, CR 5A/Ponce De Leon Mall, and
CR 5A/Whitehall) experience high side street delays during the weekday peak hours. However,
this results in substantial queuing only for the eastbound left turn lane of the CR 5A/Ponce De
Leon Mall/Villa Club Drive intersection. Installing a roundabout at this
location improves the level of service results for the critical approach but
increases the maximum queue - while shifting congestion from the side
street to the main street; an unattractive tradeoff. Table 8 summarizes
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the signalized intersection capacity analysis results and Table 9 summarizes the unsignalized results for both the 2015
AM and PM peak hours with the proposed improvements. Turn lane lengths were analyzed for all the signalized and
unsignalized intersections from Lewis Point Road to SR 312.
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Concept Plan Summary and Recommendations
The concept plans show the recommended safety improvements for lane configuration, intersection control, and turn lane
storage lengths throughout the corridor based on the traffic analysis results shown in Figure 3. With the recommended
improvements in place, a posted speed limit of 40 mph would be reasonable for the corridor north of the 573-ft radius
curve at the southern end. The recommended sequence of future projects to be implemented would be as follows:
1.	
2.	
3.	
4.	

CR 5A – North of Southpark Boulevard to SR 312 (includes new signal at Bartola Genovar Road)
CR 5A – Lewis Point Road to North of Southpark Boulevard (includes new signal at Southpark Boulevard)
CR 5A – US 1 to Kings Estate Road
CR 5A – Kings Estate Road to Lewis Point Sidewalk along east side

It is recommended that project 1 not be broken into smaller projects due to the coordination that needs to occur between
the signals at CR 5A/SR 312 and CR 5A/Bartola Genovar Road. Due to the close proximity of the two signals crosscoordination along CR 5A will be required using double cycles at the CR 5A/Bartola Genovar Road intersection. Projects 2
and 3 could be broken into smaller projects with feasible end points to allow for budget restraints.
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Figure 3

